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The Caveman

Basics

For a Healthier and Happier Life



Written by Callum James



Disclaimer



So here we go...



I am not a doctor, qualified therapist or professional

by any means, I can barely write coherently!

Doctors, friends and family all failed me when I was

in need, so these are a collection of ideas and

exercises that I have used that I learned from books,

online or from my own life habits.

I have used every single exercise I have written and

improved my life with them, I hope you can too!



The mind and body make up who we are so physical and Mental health should both be

treated equally, because if either one suffers, then both do.

‘The Caveman Basics’ is my collective of ideas that are the bare bones of how to stay

alive and be happy. Cavemen didn't have any of the social pressures or expectations we

live by in modern society, the goal was only to survive!

Surviving by eating natural foods and drinking water, exercising was a part of being able

to eat most of the time and they survived without gloves or central heating. I can't say for

certain, but I'd put money on anxiety and depression not being so widespread back

then!

We are dedicating so much of our precious time on earth to chase other people’s

dreams, whilst suffering ourselves. We spend the majority of our lives at work, away from

loved ones, not making time for our family, friends, food or our future.

I've always tried to live a little differently and not be a 'sheep' and have found a calling in

helping people who are stuggling to find purpose. (Yes, I'm aware how incredibly

pretentious that sounds!)

I have set out to write a basic guide for helping anyone to pull themselves out of

depression and states of anxiety, but also to help anyone with becoming a generally

happier and healthier person.

Please don’t read this with the mind-set of ‘’This doesn’t apply to me’’, because even if

you’re on top of the world, you can learn how to help others get there too.

This is not a quick fix guide, you will have to really want to change otherwise these

words will be meaningless to you. For certain things I advise, you must remember

that it will not come straight away in most cases, you must practice.

‘A master has failed more times than a beginner has even tried’ - Wise people

I do not claim to be good at writing or even talking for that matter, I almost failed English

in school, I won’t be doing referencing, but I will encourage you to do further research.

There’s an online ‘How to’ guide for everything conceivable, get on Youtube!

But I will write what I can for now, I honestly think if this helps just one person then it’s

worth doing, so I’ll try and write as coherently as possible.

I aim to release this completely free of charge as I don’t believe that you should

charge people for happiness.

If everybody is healthy and happy then the world will be a much better place, and

since I live here too I have a vested interest.

I am fed up of seeing unhappy people being taken advantage of, myself included.

So no fees, mailing lists or credit card details here, just advice that helped pull me from

my daily suicidal thoughts into having ridiculous ambitions and being a proud weirdo.



ABOUT ME

I’ve been on a journey of self-discovery in the last few years whilst in the throes of

some pretty severe depression on top of my anxiety and I wanted to share some

thoughts that will hopefully benefit some of you.

I would like to say that I believe my struggles with depression are coming to an end. I don't

believe I will ever be 'cured' but I now know how to help myself when the bad times do

come back around. The last few years of my life have been one massive unhappy blur of

battling suicidal thoughts every single morning and most nights, with a fair amount of

crying in between but the air is clearing and I am remembering the person I used to

be and want to become. I now realise which thoughts I'm having are my own and which

are the illness twisting everthing into a negative. Theres always a positive spin, guys!

I was always the shy kid in school, terrified to raise my hand in class and found it very

difficult to make any friends. Anxiety has been with me for all of my life it would seem, with a

few panic attacks thrown in for good measure (I actually went to hospital twice for separate

panic attacks thinking I was genuinley dying, but I was told I had muscle damage as the

Doctors couldn't understand my symptoms and I'd never even heard of panic attacks).

They are no joke, I hope to never go through that again or anyone else.

This was initially a long-winded Facebook post but I kept adding to it and ran out of

space, so I’ve turned it into a booklet/online file thing, I don’t even know.

My previous massive posts were therapy for me as I verbalised a lot of my thoughts and

gave advice and was honestly shocked getting such great feedback and shares on what I

pretty much thought was a rant. The 18-year-old Cal would have had a boner over that

many shares and likes (Something we’ll come onto later (The social media addiction, not

the boner)).

I have had so many amazing messages of friends and strangers as well as real life

conversations which blew me away as I was not expecting to reach so many people!

It also made me realise that not only did I enjoy helping people, that quite possibly I was a

bit good at it, so I persevered.

So I started developing a plan to combat these bad thoughts and to ‘strive for sanity’

and collated them into what I am calling ‘The Caveman Basics’.

*OBVIOUSLY THESE ARE NOT ALL MY OWN IDEAS*

They are a collective of what I have found, learned and put together in a kind of

checklist sort of way, so that when you are having a tough time, you can do simple

tasks that will improve you mood and mental state. Whether it is a 30 second burst of

sadness, a panic attack or just general depression.

The most important thing I'd like you to remember reading on, is that these ideas will all

work but you MUST TRY THEM. I have a really bad habit of overthinking and talking myself

out of something before even trying it because I think I know better. And thats just silly.

Enjoy!



EATING



'Have I eaten properly today?'

Of course you haven’t, nobody does. Well maybe those Instagram celebrities getting

paid to do it and The Rock.

Eating healthily can totally change your mood and general health, there’s a reason

there is such a massive focus on it these days.

If you compromise, then you’ve only got yourself to blame.

Your body, when malnourished is basically screaming out to you and you’ll find that

you are irritable, fidgety, nauseous and emotionally unstable.

I for one, really struggle with concentration on an empty stomach.

This is your only life; treat your body with respect.

I’m not going to give you a meal plan or anything, you can find them online, just please

put real time and effort into finding something that works for you and for the love of

god DO NOT DIET.

65% of dieters actually end up exactly the same weight again, with most even

gaining more weight.

You need to change your entire lifestyle and eating habit for good if you want to

change weight, temporarily starving yourself won't help.



DRINKING



Have I hydrated properly today?(6-8 glasses of WATER a day)

No chance, I guarantee you haven’t. It’s hard to do because it’s boring and some of will use

the excuse of not liking the taste. Mix it with squash and get it down you.

Benefits of water include; not having that dark orange wee, hydrated and generally better

skin, better digestion (Takes more nutrition from the food you eat) energy, staying alive etc.

One of the best decisions I ever made was getting a Brita filter, not necessarily because of

the purified taste but the fact it’s a reminder to drink more, fill it up in the morning and keep it

in sight. Mine lives on my coffee table!

If you’re one of the many people who tell others you cannot function without your morning

coffee, ask yourself why. Caffeine is a drug and you’re showing signs of an addiction

problem and passing it off as just being a part of you. Wake up and smell the coffee...

If you can gather the mental strength to just try giving it up for a week or so, you’ll be

astounded by the benefits. Research it online, try it and then brag to your pals.

If you are not taking these first two steps seriously and are still miserable and

wondering why, take a good hard look in the mirror.

Wake up, you’re sabotaging your own life.

Your body doesn’t care for your lame excuses. You’re only going to get one shot at

this life, don’t waste your prime years defending your bad choices.



Alcohol Consumption



One of the best choices I have made is giving up drinking. It may not be forever but it’s really

making a positive impact. Alcohol is a depressant, which is very important to know.

If you are in a bad place and are turning to drink to help, then you will just continue to hurt

yourself and possibly others too. Please read up on the benefits of renouncing drinking, even

for a short while whilst you get your head in order.Don’t feel pressured to fit in with

everybody else, because you are the most important person in your life!



BREATHING

'Am I taking the time to breathe properly?'

I highly doubt it. If there’s one thing I’ve learned, it’s that a simple breathing exercise

can be as powerful as taking some pretty hefty drugs.

I have always had problems with insomnia for as far back as I can remember and it can put

a strain on your health, both physically and mentally, so please take action on it if you are

the same. I was actually sent to the air cadets by my parents because I couldn’t control my

anger and I’ve found that just taking a moment to let go of everything and focus on

breathing can blow away that anger and adapt a much calmer and intelligent response to

whatever/whoever is riling you up.

Also great for anxiety, I found

I've always had an issue with eating breakfast

it can really help with something

because I used to wake up feeling very nauseous

as simple as an awkward

and often go to bed with the same feeling.

customer at work can leave you

This can be a symptom of depression or a

number of reasons why it could be the case but a

with a rapid heartbeat, sweaty

simple solution is to sleep on your left side.

palms etc.

This is because you are not leaning on your

Just take a moment to focus

stomach, causing that rubbish feeling to

your breathing from most likely,

dissipate.

It also makes it easier for the heart to pump

short, shallow chest breaths, to

downhill, supports a healthy spleen function,

getting some deep, stomach

encourages proper digestion and circulation

breaths in and getting that

back to the heart.

oxygen in your brain.

Again, look it up online. There’s crazy science behind the way you breathe, the

different chemicals that get released and how it affects you day to day!

Simple breathing exercises in the middle of a normal day can completely turn your

day around, turn every stressful situation into an opportunity to learn!

The simplest one that I swear by is this, by one of my heroes, Wim Hoff.

1) Get comfortable

Sit in a meditation posture, whatever is most comfortable for you. Make sure you can

expand your lungs freely without feeling any constriction. It is recommended to do

this practice right after waking up since your stomach is still empty or before a meal.

2) 30 Power Breaths

Imagine you’re blowing up a balloon. Inhale through the nose or mouth and exhale

through the mouth in short but powerful bursts. Keep a steady pace and use your midriff

fully. Close your eyes and do this around 30 times. Symptoms could be lightheadedness, tingling sensations in the body.

3) The Hold, retention after exhalation

After the 30 rapid successions of breath cycles, draw the breath in once more and fill

the lungs to maximum capacity without using any force. Then let the air out and hold

for as long as you can without force. Hold the breath until you experience the gasp

reflex.

4) Recovery Breath

Inhale to full capacity. Feel your chest expanding. When you are at full capacity, hold

the breath for around 10 seconds and this will be round one. The breathing exercise

can be repeated 3 rounds after each other.

5) After having completed the breathing exercise take your time to enjoy the feeling

afterward. This feeling will be more and more like a meditation

Sourced from - www.icemanwimhof.com/wim-hof-exercises

Definitely worth a visit if you want to enjoy your life more and become superhuman!



Bonus Tip - Sleep on your left side



COLD SHOWERS



'Why god why?!?'



When researching Wim Hoff, (Holder of 23 World Records)

it is clear that by utilising the cold he has attained superhuman abilities...

That man has made incredible scientific breakthroughs, climbed Everest in nothing but a pair

shorts, run a Sahara desert marathon without a drop of water, can maintain body temperature

frozen in a block of ice and can activate his immune system at will.

The list goes on.

Using 3 simple ideas, mediation, breathing exercises and cold exposure.

The breathing exercise I mentioned above is derived from his teaching.

Cold exposure is one thing I have taken on and am reaping the rewards. The same as

mediation, it is like working a muscle, which will get stronger over time.

In fact, when your body gets cold, your muscles around your veins and arteries restrict to retain

core temperature, and relax once warm again.... Just like muscles used when exercising.

This means that by exposing yourself to the cold, over time you will become more and more at

ease with it and the pain will dissipate. It’s really that simple.

The benefits are massive, Wim makes a great point that when man was first evolved and there

were no clothes, houses with central heating or even fires for that matter.

We have over the years become adapted to living in very warm conditions, fighting off the cold

at every turn. Failing to see what the cold actually has to offer has meant our immune systems

aren’t as good as they could be, especially when it comes to fighting the common

cold.

I always have a hot shower first to wash and then ease into the cold shower. Some people skip

the warm part entirely. It’s important not to fight the cold. If you tense up and get ready for pain,

that’s what you will receive. But if you approach it with the fact it’s going to be good for you,

breathe deeply and tell yourself internally or out loud that you are enjoying it, you will be

surprised at just how pleasant it can be. (The power of suggestion is real. Try it.)

Aim for around 3 minutes for the effects to take effect, 10 minutes for when you are fully

accustomed.

Make sure to let your body temperature warm up naturally, not with a hot shower or you will lose

the benefits. Expect a tingly almost itchy feeling as your body warms back up! This will stop after

a few times so don’t be put off.

Take it slow, if it hurts, get out. Try again the next day. It’s about building your tolerance to the

cold, each day try for one second longer, or a minute, but don’t try to do it all at once or you will

do yourself damage. You won’t do yourself any good with pneumonia.

It is a process, not a competition.

It is great for mental health, it wakes you up out of your haze, gives you a feel good sensation,

like a little dose of happiness. Also coupled with the fact you are trying something difficult and

succeeding, nothing better!

Your immune system will become better and work quicker. Warm showers open your pores for

washing, cold showers close them so dirt can’t get in as well.

Cold water tightens the skin (Cristiano Ronaldo always washes his face with cold water post

game before an interview so his face looks good!).

Also , it gives your hair a great natural shine!



EXERCISE



'Why do I need to if I only want to work on my mental state?'

As a person who doesn’t buy into the gym culture/movement I sometimes do need to

exercise to pull myself out of a bad depression or anxiety spout.

You’ll find those avocado eating, smoothie drinking Instagram posers are most of the

time genuinely happy, partly down to the simple fact that human bodies are designed

to move and you get a nice mental reward when you do and start to feel pretty

crappy when you don’t. (Chill, I'm just jealous of the motivation to work out)



It takes a lot of mental strength to start exercising, and there are a million reasons

why you can’t at that present moment or obviously if you have a physical issue, but if

you do have a window of opportunity, even just 30 seconds a day is better than

nothing.

The first day will always be the hardest, so prepare yourself for that and know it will

get better from there. The easiest way to get in some exercise that isn’t boring is obviously to

join a sports team but most grown ups won’t have as many opportunities so I’ll talk to you about

my favourites below.

In this modern world with most people relying on cars or public transport to get around, it’s easy

to forget the simple pleasure of walking and the many benefits it comes with.

Walking I find, is the easiest form of exercise because it comes with so many benefits, just allow

yourself to find time to do it or extra time when travelling.

The world is a beautiful place and whilst you are doing some low cardio work just ambling

about, the endorphins and dopamine in your brain get going and you can start feeling better,

smell the air, look up at the sky and realise just

how crazy it is that you live on this planet.

Take in some nature or even just people watch. I personally love to walk in the rain with my

headphones on and my favourite music

I do this pretty much daily and I love it!



Rainy Walks - Get  Wet



A great mental exercise to help with anxiety I

found was to force yourself to walk with your

head held high. It might seem normal to

some but it was a massive struggle for myself

after years of looking at the pavement in front,

only looking up occasionally to check that I

wasn’t about to walk into something.

By keeping your head up, the world seems a

totally different place, you exude confidence

and people will move out of your way.

Trust me on this and make sure to try it.



playing.

Most people are too scared of the rain so the

streets can be empty. Due to my cold

exposure my immune system prevents me

from getting ill this way (See Cold Shower

section).

I imagine all my problems being washed

away as I immerse myself in the music (Good

music taste helps here, not just songs from

the charts or repetitive Drum and Bass...).

Also it feels good, the rain can wake you up

and make you grateful you're alive!



As I’ve always lived in very working class areas, I’ve often been intimidated walking past some

unsavoury characters and would shuffle away as fast as I culd.

But I learned a fun game I like to play whilst walking (Other than racing people that didn’t know

we were racing). It’s a game of chicken!



You know the game you see people do in cars in the movies? Try that with someone who is

walking towards you and make it so that you two are going to collide unless one of you moves

out of the way or changes course. Walk with your head held high, don’t try and make eye

contact, as that’s just unnecessary and weird.

9/10 times the other person will move out of your way, but if you have a renegade you can use

my signature move to ensure you get the win.

When its getting pretty close, just turn your gaze completely to the side, pretending to look at

something so the other person has to act or walk into someone who isn’t looking where they are

going.

Chances are you’re going to win this little mind duel and you’re going to have a little wave of

endorphins from it. Have a little smile to yourself to really drive home that dopamine and good

feeling.

Congratulations, you now appear to have self-confidence!

Strangers don’t know how much you overthink stuff so just fake it 'til you make it!

Another great form of exercise that changed my life is skateboarding.

You may immediately feel the need to say it’s not for you, which is fine. But hear me out.

First off, it’s a great cardio workout. Burns that fat right off your abdomen and strengthens your

core muscles, also the fact it's incredibly fun does seem to help.

It has a great effect on your mental health due to a few reasons;

It’s a risk, you may fall off. There’s an excitement element to it!

When you do inevitably fall off, you have to get back up.

You remember that classic song, ‘‘I get knocked down, but I get up again, you’re never going to

keep me down’’ ?

It’s a great physical representation of picking yourself back up after something puts you down

and it builds your mental strength each time you can do it. Always make sure you get back up

with a smile on your face because what’s the point in getting upset or angry?

It’s a solo sport, it comes down to you and how much practice you put in. The same as life.

You can skate the way you want to skate, everybody’s style is different to the next person.

There are no rules, you can skate on your knees if you like, as long as you’re having fun.

I personally struggle learning tricks but thoroughly enjoy just skating around, with the wind in

my hair and appreciating the surroundings.

Bonus point, skaters look damn cool. IMO People will always look at you enviously... once you

get out of the awkward balance stance.

I find that skateboarding resembles a lot of life within itself, bare with me while I try and make this

point..

Life is a test with no rules, you have to try your best to achieve what you want out of it. There is

plenty of pain that will come your way, but you define yourself by how you deal with it and keep

moving forward.

People might say that you look stupid but you can just cruise past them and leave them in the

past behind you. If you don't pay attention to the small things you can fall pretty hard and there

will be launch ramps at certain points, you can fly... but only if you commit to the risk.



AMBITION

‘If people are not laughing at your goals, your goals are too small’ – Azim Premji

Many people who I’ve spoken with that have some form of mental health issue usually don’t

know where their life is headed as there is no real direction.

Relax, that’s totally normal, especially in this current period of time.

Kids growing up these days are almost melded with their phones and are bombarded with

celebrity culture with everybody sharing pictures, videos and updates on their life.

But the life that is shown is how they want it to presented, not how it actually is in reality.

I have been down this road, subconciously craving attention and checking my phone

relentlessley to see if my selfie had gotten any likes, or if there were any new matches on dating

sites just to feel valued or wanted in some way. It's desperatley sad when you think about it.

Placing other peoples opinions over our own perceptions of ourselves.

This can lead to becoming depressed that your life is not as good by comparison, leading to a

lack of self worth and as is often the case, doing exactly the same and editing your life to appeal

to others in order for some recognition to make you feel good.

There is a small amount of dopamine released in your brain when somebody ‘likes’ something

you have done online and this can become an addiction without you even realising. I myself

have been addicted to this without even realising and since temporarily deleting all my social

media apps on my phone, my life is much more stress free.

You then realise just how often you pick up your phone and swipe without thinking, it's

embarrasing.

There is a big focus on putting down your phone and living in the real world for a reason, you

don’t need to constantly seek approval, just live the life you want to lead and you will find that

your troubles will soon lessen.

I am a firm believer in following your dreams, I have had the childhood dream of being a world

famous musician, even a comedian, actor, model and public speaker. They all seem

unreachable but I still chase those dreams and I will continue to do so until I die

Make your dreams as big as you can imagine, because why the hell not?

If you tell yourself it can’t be done, then you have resigned to failure and are destined to seek out

the negative aspects of what comes your way in life.

‘Dare to dream’. ‘Anything is possible’. ‘Impossible is nothing’.

There are a multitude of reasons why those slogans are so popular, the main one being they are

all true.

The main contribution to my severe depression was rooted in the fact my band broke up, I was

left doubting that I would ever 'make it' and was resigned to working dead end jobs forever for no

reason. Realising that actually, a lifetime is a very long time and many successful people had

gone through rejection, failure and mental health problems too made me realise that it all comes

down to drive and ambition.

If you want something go and get it, nothing worth doing is easy.

*Look up inspirational people such as Oprah, Tom Hardy and JK Rowling about how they

overcame the odds to achieve their goals.

And if at this current moment in time you are not sure, that’s totally fine. There are millions of

people just like you. It will come in time, just keep a positive outlook and you will find what you are

looking for eventually or it will find you. Look forward.
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